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Abstract
We give upper and lower bounds for the probability for a local extrema of a totally skewed
-stable stochastic process. Often these bounds are sharp and coincide. The Gaussian case =2
is not excluded, and there our results slightly improve existing general bounds. Applications
focus on moving averages and fractional -stable motions. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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Let f(t)gt>0 be an -stable Levy motion, 2 (1; 2), with skewness 2 [−1; 1]. The
well-known computation by Doob (1953), (p. 106) implies that
Pf(1)>ug6P

sup
06t61
(t)>u

6Pf(1)>ug=Pf(1)>0g for u>0: (1)
Berman (1986) showed that for a symmetric Levy process (t) whose Levy measure
has regularly varying tails, and in particular for (t)= (t) when =0,
P

sup
06t61
(t)>u

Pf(1)>ug as u!1: (2)
Willekens (1987) extended Eq. (2) to sub-exponentially distributed Levy processes.
de Acosta (1977) proved that for an a.s. bounded -stable process fX (t)gt2T
lim
u!1 u
P

sup
t2T
jX (t)j>u

L1 exists; and L1 2 (0;1): (3)
Samorodnitsky (1988) calculated L1 using the spectral representation for X (t).
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Rosinski and Samorodnitsky (1993) proved a version of Eq. (3) for sub-exponential
innitely divisible processes. They also studied other functionals than supt2T jX (t)j and
developed the argument of de Acosta (1977, 1980) to allow computation of L1.
Also for the one-sided tail of an -stable X the limit
lim
u!1 u
P

sup
t2T
X (t)>u

L2 exists: (4)
Further, by Rosinski and Samorodnitsky (1993), L2>0 when X (t) has skewness X (t)
>−1 for some t 2T . But L2 = 0 when X (t) is totally skewed to the left, i.e., when
X (t)=−1 for each t 2T , and then the actual tail is ‘super-exponential’.
Doob’s result (1) is valid for an -stable Levy motion with =−1, and gives
16L3 lim
u!1
Pfsup06t61 (t)>ug
Pf(1)>ug 6 limu!1
Pfsup06t61 (t)>ug
Pf(1)>ug L4<1: (5)
Albin (1993) showed that L3 =L4>1 and also studied -stable Ornstein{Uhlenbeck
processes with =−1. These are the only results on totally skewed -stable extremes.
But Braverman and Samorodnitsky (1995) extended the result of Rosinski and
Samorodnitsky (1993) to ‘exponential tails’. These lie between the sub-exponential
setting of Rosinski and Samorodnitsky, and the super-exponential one we study.
Now consider a totally skewed -stable process fX (t)gt2K dened on a compact
space K . In Section 3 we derive a lower bound for the tail Pfsupt2K X (t)>ug using
a certain entropy function measuring the size of K ‘as felt’ by X (t).
In Section 5 we give a sharper lower bound applicable when the entropy has bounded
increase and is not ‘too inhomogeneously distributed’ over K , and in Section 4 we
provide a useful criterion for verifying that homogenity property.
Using a second entropy we derive an upper bound for Pfsupt2K X (t)>ug in
Section 8. That bound often coincide with the lower bound of Section 5.
Sections 9 and 10, Sections 11 and 13, and Section 12 treat moving averages, frac-
tional stable motions, and log-fractional -stable motions, respectively. These applica-
tions use tools for estimation of entropies that are developed in Section 8.
In Section 14 we specialize our results to the Gaussian case and discuss how they
contribute there. We also give an application to fractional Brownian motion.
1. -Stable processes
Let (
;F;P) be a complete probability space with random variables L0(
). We
write Z 2 S(; ) when Z 2 L0(
) is an -stable random variable with characteristic
function
Efexp[iZ]g= expf−jj[1− i tan( 2 )sign()]g for 2R:
Here 2 (1; 2], >0 and 2 [−1; 1] are parameters. Note that =2 is allowed.
Let (S; ; m) be a -nite measure space, i : S! [−1; 1] a measurable map, and
M :0! L0(
) a -additive independently scattered -stable set-function with control
measure m and skewness i, where 0fA2: m(A)<1g.
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For f2 L0(S) and p2 [1;1) we dene kfkp [
R
S jfjp dm]1=p and Lp(S)ff2
L0(S): kfkp<1g. Letting fhi jfjsign(f) we further write
hfi
Z
S
f dm for f2 L1(S) and if 
D
fhii
E
=kfk for f2 L(S):
It is well known (e.g., Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1994, Ch. 3) that
X 
Z
S
f dM 2 S(kfk;if) is well dened for f2 L(S):
We shall study a separable P-continuous -stable process fX (t)gt2T on a separa-
ble topological space T . For such a process there exist S, m, i and a continuous
F() :T! L(S) such that (e.g., Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1994, Section 3.11)
the nite-dimensional distributions of fX (t)gt2T
= the nite-dimensional-distributions of
Z
S
Ft(r) dM (r)

t2T
: (1.1)
In fact, Eq. (1.1) always holds for (S; m)= (R; ‘Lebesgue measure’), but since natural
representations often use non-Euclidian (S; ; m), we keep the general setup.
We study extremes over a compact K T for X (t)2 S(kFtk; X (t)) given by
Eq. (1.1), with scale kFtk>0 for some t 2K , and with skewness X (t)=iFt =−1
for each t 2T . Without loss of generality, we can therefore suppose that
Ft(r)>0 for (r; t)2 S T and i(r)=−1 for r 2 S: (1.2)
By continuity of F(), K is compact wrt the pseudo-metric p(s; t)kFs − Ftk on T .
Therefore K is also p-sequentially compact, and so
there exists a ~t 2K satisfying supfkFtk: t 2Kg= kF~tk>0: (1.3)
2. Canonical distance and entropy I
After a general discussion of entropies we introduce a distance  on T that is
important for our lower bounds.
Given a T^ T , an ">0, and a symmetric map d :T 2!R+, we call Bd(t; ")f2T :
d(; t)<"g a d-ball centered at t 2T , and N  T^ an "-net for T^ wrt d if T^ S
t2N Bd(t; "). Further G T^ is an "-grid in T^ wrt d if d(s; t)>" for distinct s; t 2G.
The d-covering number Ed and d-content number Md are given by
Ed(T^ ; ") inff#N : N is an "-net for T^ wrt dg;
Md(T^ ; ") supf#G: G is an "-grid in T^ wrt dg:
A minimal "-net N for T^ wrt d satises #N =Ed(T^ ; "). Similarly, G is a maximal
"-grid in T^ wrt d if #G=Md(T^ ; "). We refer to both Ed and Md as entropies (although
one usually reserves this label for Ed).
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Our lower bounds rely on the assumption that PfX (s)>u; X (t)>ug is suciently
small compared with Pfx(s) > ug amd PfX (t) > ug when s and t are ‘distant’. To
prove this fact we invoke the estimate
PfX (s)>u; X (t)>ug6PfX (s) + X (t)>2ug (2.1)
Weber (in e.g., Weber, 1989) saw that all precursors to Eq. (2.1) in the Gaussian
literature are matched by Eq. (2.1). In the Gaussian case Eq. (2.1) is not crucial. But
two-dimensional -stable probabilities are dicult to handle, and there Eq. (2.1) is
essential.
Guided by Eq. (2.1) we are led to consider the ‘distance’
(s; t) 2maxfkFsk; kFtkg − kFs + Ftk between s; t 2T:
Clearly  :T 2!R+ is continuous, but  need not obey the triangle inequality.
Inspired by the Gaussian treatment of Adler and Samorodnitsky (1987), we use the
rened entropies M(K‘("); ) to handle scale-inhomogenity, where
K‘(")ft 2K : kFtk 2 [kF~tk − (‘ + 1)"; kF~tk − ‘"]g for ">0 and ‘2N:
The lower bound in Section 3 requires that there is a g :R+!R+ such that
lim
u!1 g(u)
−1 ln[M(K0(u−=(−1)); u−=(−1)g(u))]= 0: (2.2)
Now recall that a locally bounded f :R+!R+ has nite order (f2FO) if
order(f) lim
"#0
ln[f(")]= ln("−1)<1:
It is obvious that for an f2FO, and given 1 2 (order(f);1) and "1>0,
there is a C1 =C1(f; 1; "1)>0 such that f(")6C1"−1 for "2 (0; "1]: (2.3)
Proposition 1. (i) If f1(")M(K0("); ") or f2(")M(K ; ") satises fi 2FO, then
Eq. (2.2) holds provided that limu!1 g(u)= ln(u)=1.
(ii) If f3(")M(K0("); ") or f4(")M(K ; ") satises ln(fi)2FO with
order(ln(fi))<, then Eq. (2.2) holds for g(u)= u=[(+1)(−1)].
Proof. If f1 2FO and g(u)= ln(u)!1, then Eq. (2.3) implies that
lim
u!1 g(u)
−1 ln[M(K0(u−=(−1)); u−=(−1)g(u))]
6 lim
u!1 g(u)
−1 ln[M(K0(u−=(−1)g(u)); u−=(−1)g(u))]= 0:
When ln(f3)2FO with order(ln(f3))< we similarly obtain
g(u)−1 ln[M(K0(u−=(−1)); u−=(−1)g(u))]
6u−=[(+1)(−1)] ln[M(K0(u−=[(+1)(−1)]); u−=[(+1)(−1)])]! 0:
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3. A general lower bound
Theorem 1. Let fX (t)gt2T satisfy Eqs. (1.1){(1.3). If Eq. (2.2) holds we then have
lim
u!1
P

sup
t2K
X (t)>u

=[M(K0(u−=(−1)); u−=(−1)g(u))PfX (~t)>ug]>0:
Proof. Put q= q(u) u−=(−1)g(u) and let G=G(q) be a maximal q-grid for
K0(u−=(−1)) wrt . Also note that there are constants C2; C3>0 such that
PfS(; −1)>ug6C2
 u

−=2(−1)
exp

−C3
 u

=(−1)
for u>0;
PfS(; −1)>ug>C−12
 u

−=2(−1)
exp

−C3
 u

=(−1)
for u>
(3.1)
(e.g., Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1994, p. 17), and note the inequalities
1 +

− 1x6(1 + x)
=(−1)61 + 2=(−1)(x_ 0) for x2 [−1; 1]: (3.2)
Clearly, the fact that kFtk>kF~tk − u−=(−1) for t 2K0(u−=(−1)) implies
u=kFtk6u(1 + 2u−=(−1)=kF~tk)=kF~tk62u=kF~tk for u−=(−1)6 12kF~tk
(using the inequality (1−x)−161+2x for x2 [0; 12 ]). Hence Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) yield
PfX (t)>ug>C−12

2 u
kF~tk
−=2(−1)
exp
(
−C3

u(1 + 2u−=(−1)=kF~tk)
kF~tk
=(−1))
>C4 PfX (~t)>ug for t 2K0(u−=(−1)) and u suciently large;
(3.3)
where C4 =C−22 2
−=2(−1) expf−C3(2=kF~tk)(2−1)=(−1)g. Since X (s)+X (t)2 S(kFs+
Ftk;−1) with kFs + Ftk62kF~tk − (s; t), Eqs. (3.1){(3.3) further give
PfX (s) + X (t)>2ug
6C2

u
kF~tk − (s; t)=2
−=2(−1)
exp
(
−C3

u
kF~tk − (s; t)=2
=(−1))
6C2

u
kF~tk
−=2(−1)
exp
(
−C3

u(1 + (1=2)(s; t)=kF~tk)
kF~tk
=(−1))
6C22 PfX (~t)>ug exp
(
− C3 u
=(−1)(s; t)
2(− 1) kF~tk(2−1)=(−1)
)
6C−14 C
2
2

inf
t2G
PfX (t)>ug

e−2C5g(u) for G 3 s 6= t 2G and u large; (3.4)
where C5C3=(4(− 1))kF~tk−(2−1)=(−1) .
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Since by Eq. (2.2) #G6eC5g(u) for u large, Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) combine to show
that
P

sup
t2G
X (t)>u

>
X
t2G
PfX (t)>ug −
X
G3s 6=t2G
PfX (s)>u; X (t)>ug
> (#G − C−14 C22e−2C5g(u)(#G)2)

inf
t2G
PfX (t)>ug

> 12C4(#G)PfX (~t)>ug for u suciently large: (3.5)
4. Homogeneous entropies
In Section 5 we study processes with homogeneous entropies. Here we prove that
if M(K ; ) has bounded increase, and if  is equivalent with a translation invariant
‘distance’ ^, then M(K ; ) is homogeneous.
A locally bounded f :R+!R+ is O-regularly varying (f2OR) if
0< lim
"#0
inf
2[;1]
f(")=f(")6 lim
"#0
sup
2[;1]
f(")=f(")<1 for 2 (0; 1]:
Further (a locally bounded) f :R+!R+ has bounded increase (f2BI) if
lim
"#0
sup
2[;1]
f(")=f(")<1 for 2 (0; 1]:
Clearly, to each "2>0 there are C6[f; "2]>0 and 2[f]; 3[f]2R such that
C−16 
−2f(")6f(")6C6−3f(") for 0<"6"6"2; if f2OR;
f(")6C6−3f(") for 0<"6"6"2; if f2BI:
(4.1)
Since M(K ; ") is a non-increasing function of ", we have M(K ; )2OR when
lim
"#0
M(K ; ")=M(K ; −1")<1 for 2 (0; 1]: (4.2)
We shall assume that there exists a symmetric map ^ :T 2!R+ such that
<−1^(s; t)6(s; t)6< ^(s; t) for s; t 2K; for some <2 [1;1) (4.3)
and which satises the weak triangle inequality
^(r; t)6^[ ^(r; s) + ^(s; t)] for r; s; t 2K; for some ^2 [1;1): (4.4)
Proposition 2. Let (T;+) be a separable Abelian topological group such that K con-
tains a -ball. If Eq. (4.2) holds, and if Eq. (4.3) and (4.4) hold for some ^ satisfying
^(r + s; r + t)= ^(s; t) for r; s; t 2K , then there exists an "3>0 such that
supfM(K ; "^)M(K \B(t; "^); ")=M(K ; "): t 2K; 0<"6"^6"3g<1: (4.5)
Proof. Obviously Eq. (4.3) implies that
M^(T^ ;<")6M(T^ ; ")6M^(T^ ; "=<) for T^ K: (4.6)
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Hence we have
supfM(K ;<2"^)M(K \B(t; "^); ")=M(K ; "=<2): t 2K; 0<"6"^6"4g
6 supfM^(K ;<"^)M^(K \B^(t;<"^); "=<)=M^(K ; "=<): t 2K; 0<"6"^6"4g
=supfM^(K ; "^)M^(K \B^(t; "^); ")=M^(K ; "): t 2K; 0<<2"6"^6<"4g
for "4>0. In view of Eq. (4.2), the fact that Eq. (4.5) holds for M(; ) will therefore
follow if we can prove Eq. (4.5) for M^(; ).
Now choose a -ball B(t1; r1)K , so that by Eq. (4.3), B^(t1; r)K for r6r2
r1=<. Since maximal r-grids are r-nets, the translation invariance of ^ then gives
M^(K ; ")6M^(K ; r)M^(B^(t1; r); ") for r6r2: (4.7)
Using the easy fact that Eq. (4.4) implies
^(s0; t0)>^−2^(s; t)− ^(s; s0)− ^(t; t0) for s; t; s0; t0 2K;
it follows that ^(s0; t0)>"^ when ^(s; t)>3^2"^ and ^(s; s0); ^(t; t0)6"^. Writing "4
r2=(2^) we therefore obtain
M^(K ; ")>M^(B^(t1; "4); 3^2"^)M^(B^(t1; "^); ") for 0<"6"^6"4: (4.8)
Here we also used the fact that, by another application of Eq. (4.4),
^(t1; )62^[^(t1; s) + ^(s; )]<r2 for 2B^(s; "^) with s2B^(t1; "4):
But combining Eqs. (4.6){(4.8) we conclude that
M^(K ; "^)M^(K \B^(t; "^); ")=M^(K ; ")6M^(K ; "^)=M^(B^(t1; "4); 3^2"^)
6M^(K ; "^)M^(K ; "4)=M^(K ; 3^2"^)
6M(K ; "^=<)M^(K ; "4)=M(K ; 3^2<"^);
where by Eq. (4.2) the right-hand side is bounded for "^2 (0; "4]. Hence Eq. (4.5)
holds.
5. A sharper lower bound
Homogenous "-grids cannot have too many elements too close to any point of K .
Assuming homogenity, arguments (3:4) and (3:5) can therefore be rened to estimates
that do not involve the nuisance function g.
Guided by Theorem 1 we modify requirement (4:2) to
lim
"^#0
sup
"2(0; "^ ]
M(K0("); "^)=M(K0("); −1"^)<1 for 2 (0; 1]: (5.1)
Instead of Eq. (4.5) we further require that, for some "5>0, to each choice of "^2 (0; "5]
and "2 (0; "^], there exists a maximal "-grid G" in K0(") wrt  such that
supfM(K0("); "^)#(G" \B(t; "^))=#G": t 2K0("); 0<"6"^6"5g<1: (5.2)
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When the scale is constant, Eqs. (4.2) and (4.5) imply Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). The
interpretation of Eq. (5.2) (and Eq. (4.5)) is that contributions to the cardinality of
grids from dierent parts of K0() (K) are not too inhomogeneously distributed.
Theorem 2. Let fX (t)gt2T satisfy Eqs. (1.1){(1.3). If Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) hold we
then have
lim
u!1
P

sup
t2K
X (t)>u

[M(K0(u−=(−1)); u−=(−1))PfX (~t)>ug]>0:
Proof. Let G("; "5) be a maximal "5-grid in K0(") (wrt ). Since a maximal "5-grid
must be an "5-net, we have
#G"6
X
t2G(";"5)
#(G" \B(t; "5))6#G("; "5) sup
t2G(";"5)
#(G" \B(t; "5)):
Consequently, there is a t2(")2G("; "5) such that
M(K0("); ")= #G"6M(K0("); "5)#(G" \B(t2("); "5)): (5.3)
Now write G"G" \B(t2("); "5) and n(") #G", so that (by Eq. (5.3))
n(")>M(K0("); ")=M(K0("); "5) and n(")6M(K0("); "): (5.4)
Then we have n()2BI, since Eq. (5.4) yields
lim
"#0
sup
2[;1]
n(")=n(")
6 lim
"#0
sup
2[;1]
M(K0("); ")M(K0("); "5)=M(K0("); ")
6 lim
"#0
sup
2[;1]
M(K0("); ")M(K ; "5)=M(K0("); ");
where the right-hand side is nite by Eq. (5.1). Therefore Eq. (4.1) shows that
n(")6C6[n(); 1] "−3[n()] n(1) for "61: (5.5)
Obviously, Eq. (5.1) implies that
M(K0("); "^)6RM(K0("); e "^) for 0<"6"^6"6
for some constants R>0 and "6 2 (0; "5]. Since for each 2 (0; 1], there is a k 2N
such that e−k66e−(k−1), it follows that
M(K0("); ")
M(K0("); −1")
6
k−1Y
j=0
M(K0("); e j")
M(K0("); e j+1")
6Rk6R − ln(R) for −1"6"6: (5.6)
Now Eq. (5.6) combines with Eq. (5.2) to show that there is a C7>0 such that
sup
t2Gq
#(Gq \B(t; ‘q))6 sup
t2K0(q)
#(Gq \B(t; ‘q))
6C7M(K0(q); q)=M(K0(q); ‘q)
6C7 R ‘ln(R) for 0<q6‘q6"6: (5.7)
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Dene q= q(u)=Q u−=(−1) where Q>1 is a constant that satises
1X
‘=1
C7R (‘ + 1)ln(R) C22 expf−2C5Q‘g6
1
2
C4: (5.8)
Since Eq. (3.4) yields
PfX (s)>u; X (t)>ug6C22 expf−2C5 u=(−1)(s; t)gPfX (~t)>ug
for u large, an application of Bonferroni’s inequality (cf. Eq. (3.5)) then gives
P
(
sup
t2Gq
X (t)>u
)
>
X
t2Gq
PfX (t)>ug −
X
t2Gq
1X
‘=1
X
s2Gq\[B(t; (‘+1)q)−B(t; ‘q)]
PfX (s)>u; X (t)>ug
> n(q) inf
t2Gq
PfX (t)>ug − n(q)PfX (~t)>ug

1X
‘=1
C22e
−2C5Q‘ sup
t2Gq
#(Gq \B(t; (‘ + 1)q))
>(by Eqs: (3:3) and (5:7))
>n(q)C4 PfX (~t)>ug − n(q)PfX (~t)>ug

X
‘>1;(‘+1)q6"6
C22e
−2C5Q‘ C7R (‘ + 1)ln(R)
− n(q)2 PfX (~t)>ug
X
‘>["6=q]
C22e
−2C5Q‘
> (by Eqs: (5:5) and (5:8) )
> n(q)PfX (~t)>ug(C4 − 12C4 − C22C6 n(1) q−3
 expf−2C5Q["6=q]g=(1− e−2C5Q))
for u large. The theorem thus follows from noting that Eqs. (5.4) and (5.6) imply
n(q)= n(Qu−=(−1))>M(K(u−=(−1)); u−=(−1))=(RQ ln(R)M(K ; "5)):
6. Canonical distance and entropy II
Our upper bound rely on the assumption that PfX (t)>u+; X (s)6ug is suciently
small when the ‘distance’ between s and t is small. To prove this fact we use the
estimate
PfX (t)>u+ ; X (s)6ug6PfX (t) + x[X (t)− X (s)]>u+ xg: (6.1)
As is the case with Eq. (2.1), Eq. (6.1) is crucial when <2, but is not needed in the
Gaussian case.
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Guided by Eq. (6.1) we are led to consider the ‘distance’
%x(s; t)maxfkFt + x(Ft − Fs)k − kFtk; kFs + x(Fs − Ft)k − kFskg
between s; t 2T :
Given T^ T and ">0 we write E(T^ ; x; ") for the minimal cardinality of an "-net N
for T^ wrt %x such that there to each t 2 T^ is an s= s(N; t)2N satisfying
%x(s; t)<" and X (t) + x[X (t)− X (s)]2 S(kFt + x(Ft − Fs)k;−1): (6.2)
When =2 (6:2) is void and E(T^ ; x; )=E%x(T^ ; ). But for <2 Eq. (6.2) requires
Ft(r) + x(Ft(r)− Fs(r))>0 a:e: (m) for r 2 S: (6.3)
Since %x(s; t)<" implies kFt − Fsk6x−1(" + 2kFtk), and more generally that s
and t are ‘close’, it does not seem unreasonable to expect that Eq. (6.3) holds when
%x(s; t)<" with x large. Indeed, Eq. (6.3) holds trivially (and E(T^ ; x; )=E%x(T^ ; )) in
the common situation when for each pair s; t 2T we either have Ft(r)>Fs(r) for all
r 2 S or else Fs(r)>Ft(r) for all r 2 S.
7. The upper bound
Our upper bound requires that there are constants "6; C8; >0, 4; 5 2 [0; 1) and
2 (0; 1] such that
E(K‘("); x; ")6C8 expfx4 + ‘5gE(K0("); ; ") for ‘2N; x> and "6"0:
(7.1)
Theorem 3. Let fX (t)gt2T satisfy Eqs. (1.1){(1.3). If Eq. (7.1) hold we then have
lim
u!1P

sup
t2K
X (t)>u

[E(K0(u−=(−1)); ;  u−=(−1))PfX (~t )>ug]<1:
Proof. Choose 6 2 (4; 1) and put q= q(u) u−=(−1) and w=w(u) u−1=(−1).
Further dene xn 2n,
n (21−6 − 1)
nX
i=1
2−(1−6)i and n n+1 − n=(21−6 − 1)2−(1−6)(n+1)
and take q-nets Nn; ‘(q) for K‘(q) wrt %xn such that #Nn; ‘(q)=E(K‘(q); xn; q) and
Eq. (6.2) holds. Using Eq. (3.2) and that (1− x)−1>1 + x for x<1, Eq. (3.1) yields
PfX (t)>u− (1− n+1)w; X (s)6u− (1− n)wg
=
1X
k=0
PfX (t)>u−(1− n+1)w; u− (k + 2− n)w<X (s)6u− (k + 1− n)wg
6
1X
k=0
PfX (t)− X (s)>(n + k)w; X (t)>u− (1− n+1)wg
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6
1X
k=0
PfX (t) + xn(X (t)− X (s))>u+ [xn(n + k)− 1]wg
=
1X
k=0
PfS(kFt + xn(Ft − Fs)k; −1)>u+ [xn(n + k)− 1]wg
6
1X
k=0
PfS(kF~tk − ‘q+ %xn(s; t);−1)>u
+ [(21−6 − 1)2n6−1 + 2nk − 1]wg
6
1X
k=0
P

S(kF~tk;−1)>u((1− q) + (2n6−1 + 2nk)q)


1− %xn(s; t)kF~tk
+
‘q
kF~tk

6
1X
k=0
P

S(kF~tk;−1)>u

1 +
1
2

[2n6−1 + 2nk]− 2 + ‘ − 2kF~tk

q

6
1X
k=0
C22 2
=2(−1) exp
(
−C3([2
n6−1 + 2nk]− 2 + [‘ − 2]kF~tk−1 )
2 (− 1) kF~tk=(−1)
)
PfX (~t)>ug (7.2)
for t 2K‘(q) and s= s(Nn; ‘(q); t), provided that 1− q− qkF~tk−1 > 12 . When t 2K‘(q)
and q6 12 another (easier) application of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) further yield
PfX (t)>u− wg6PfS(kF~tk − ‘q;−1)>u− wg
6C222
=2(−1) exp
(
−C3(‘kF~tk
−1
 − 1)
(− 1)kF~tk=(−1)
)
PfX (~t)>ug: (7.3)
Given a t 2K‘(q) the fact that %x(s; t)>xkFt − Fsk − 2kFtk implies
kFt − Fsk6 12x−1n q+ x−1n kFtk62−n−1( 12q+ kF~tk) for s=s(Nn; ‘(q); t):
Hence the p-closure closp(N) of N=N(q)
S1
‘=0
S1
n=0Nn; ‘(q) contains K .
Since X (t) − X (s)2 S(kFt − Fsk; X (t)−X (s)), X (t) is P-continuous wrt the
p-topology. Further T -separability of X (t) implies p-separability of X (t). Since closp
(N)K , a well-known argument now shows that N separates fX (t)gt2K .
Combining Eqs. (7.1){(7.3) in an argument inspired by Samorodnitsky (1991) we
get
P

sup
t2K
X (t)>u

6P
(1[
‘=0
1[
n=0
(
sup
t2Nn; ‘
X (t)>u− (1− n)w
))
6P
(1[
‘=0
"1[
n=0
(
sup
t2Nn+1; ‘
X (t)>u− (1− n+1)w
)
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\
(
sup
s2Nn; ‘
X (s)6u− (1− n)w
)#)
+P
8<
:
1[
‘=0
[
t2N0; ‘
fX (t)>u− wg
9=
;
6
1X
‘=0
1X
n=0
X
t2Nn+1; ‘
PfX (t)>u− (1− n+1)w; X (s(Nn; ‘; t))6u− (1− n)wg
+
1X
‘=0
X
t2N0; ‘
PfX (t)>u− wg
6
1X
‘=0
1X
n=0
1X
k=0
C222
=2(−1) exp
(
−C3([2
n6−1 + 2nk]− 2 + [‘ − 2]kF~tk−1 )
2(− 1)kF~tk=(−1)
)
C8 expf‘5 + 424ngE(K0(q); ; 2q)PfX (~t)>ug
+
1X
‘=0
C222
=2(−1) exp
(
−C3(‘kF~tk
−1
 − 1)
(− 1)kF~tk=(−1)
)
C8 expf‘5gE(K0(q); ; 2q)PfX (~t)>ug for u large:
8. Canonical distances III
Here we derive two-term expansions of  and %x. The rst terms coincide except
for multiplicative constants, and dene a distance
(s; t)maxf〈(Ft − Fs)F−1t  =kFtk−1 ; 〈(Fs − Ft)F−1s  =kFsk−1 g for s; t 2T:
Now let k^ supfx> − 12 : jxj−^((1 + x) − 1 − x)g for ^2 [; 2], and dene the
maps  : T 2!T and  : T 2 ! T by
s  t= s and s  t= t when (s; t)= 〈(Ft − Fs)F−1t  =kFtk−1
s  t= t and s  t= s when (s; t)> 〈(Ft − Fs)F−1t  =kFtk−1 :
Proposition 3. We have
(s; t)− k^21−^−1
〈jFt − Fsj^F−^st  =kFstk−1 6(s; t)6  (s; t) (8.1)
for s; t 2T . Under the additional requirement that

〈
(Fst − Fst)F−1st

>k^21−^
1

〈jFt − Fsj^F−^st  for (s; t)2T; (8.2)
for some 2 (0; 1) and TT 2, we also have
(1− )(s; t)6(s; t)6(s; t) for (s; t)2T: (8.3)
If in particular Fst(r)>Fst(r) for (r; s; t)2 S T; then Eq. (8.3) holds with =1=.
Proof. Since k=1, Eq. (8.2) holds with =1= and ^=  when Fst>Fst . Further
Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) imply Eq. (8.3). Hence it is enough to prove Eq. (8.1). But noting
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that
1− x6 (1− x)6 1− x + k^jxj^ for x2 (−1; 12 ]
and
1− x+6(1− x)1=61− 1 x for x2 (−1; 1]; (8.4)
we readily obtain
k2Ftk−kFs + Ftk
= k2Ftk− [h(2Ft)[1− (Ft −Fs)=(2Ft)]i]1=
6k2Ftk

1−

1− 
2
〈
(Ft −Fs)F− 1t

=kFtk
1=
>k2Ftk

1−

1−
2
〈
(Ft −Fs)F− 1t
 − k^21−^ 〈jFt −Fsj^F−^t  =kFtk1=

6
〈
(Ft −Fs)F−1t
+
=kFtk− 1
>
〈
(Ft −Fs)F− 1t

=kFtk− 1 − k^21− ^
1

〈jFt −Fsj^F− ^t  =kFtk− 1 :
(8.5)
Now dene K^ supfx2R: jxj−^(j1 + xj − 1− x)g for ^2 [; 2], and
s  t= t when 〈jFt − Fsj^F−^t  =kFtk−1 > 〈jFt − Fsj^F−^s  =kFsk−1 ;
s  t= s when 〈jFt − Fsj^F−^t  =kFtk−1 < 〈jFt − Fsj^F−^s  =kFsk−1 :
Proposition 4. Writing Tf(s; t)2T 2: %x(s; t)<(1=2)kFstkg we have
%x(s; t)62maxfx(s; t); K^x^
〈jFt − Fsj^F−^st  =kFstk−1 g for s; t 2T; (8.6)
%x(s; t)> 12x(s; t) for (s; t)2T: (8.7)
Under the additional requirement that

〈
(Fst − Fst)F−1st

>
〈
(Fst − Fst)−F−1st

for (s; t)2T; (8.8)
for some choice of 2 [1;1) and TT 2, we also have
%x(s; t)>
1
8
maxfx(s; t); xkFt − Fsk=kFstk−1 g for (s; t)2T\T: (8.9)
If in particular Fst(r)>Fst(r) for (r; s; t)2 S T, then Eq. (8.9) holds with =1.
Proof. In view of the elementary facts that
1 + x6j1 + xj61 + x + K^jxj^ for x2R;
and
1 +
1
2
(x^ 1)6(1 + x)1=61 + 1

x for x>0; (8.10)
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we readily deduce
kFt + x(Ft − Fs)k − kFtk
= [hFt j1 + x(Ft − Fs)=Ft ji]1= − kFtk
6kFtk[(1 + x
〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t

=kFtk + K^x^
〈jFt − Fsj^F−^t =kFtk)1= − 1]
>kFtk[(1 + x
〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t

=kFtk)1= − 1]
6x
〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t
+
=kFtk−1 + K^
1

x^
〈jFt − Fsj^F−^t  =kFtk−1
>
1
2
kFtk[(x
〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t

=kFtk)^ 1]: (8.11)
It is a straightforward matter to conclude Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7) from these inequalities.
To proceed we assume that Eq. (8.8) holds and observe the easy fact that
j1 + xj>1 + 

1− 1
4

x+ − 

1 +
1
4

x− + (4)−2jxj for x2R:
Via an inspection of the equality in Eq. (8.11) we therefore obtain
kFst + x(Fst − Fst)k
>kFstk + 

1− 1
4

x
〈
(Fst − Fst)+F−1st

− 

1 +
1
4

x
〈
(Fst − Fst)−F−1st

+(4)−2xkFst − Fstk
= kFstk +

4
x
〈
(Fst − Fst)F−1st

+(4)−2xkFt − Fsk
+

4
x((4 − 2) 〈(Fst − Fst)F−1st − 2 〈(Fst − Fst)−F−1st ):
Here the last term is non-negative for (s; t)2T by Eq. (8.8), and so Eq. (8.10) yields
%x(s; t)> kFstk

1 +

4
x(s; t)=kFstk + (4)−2xkFt − Fsk=kFstk
1=
−1

>
1
2
kFstk
h 
4
x(s; t)=kFstk + (4)−2xkFt − Fsk=kFstk

^ 1
i
:
Taking (s; t)2T\T, Eq. (8.9) thus follows from the fact that (4)−2>=4.
Proposition 5. If Fst()>Fst() for (s; t)2T, for some TT 2, then we have
1− 1


(s; t)6kFstk − kFstk6(s; t) for (s; t)2T:
Proof. Using the rst set of inequalities in Eq. (8.5), with Ft and Fs replaced by 12Fst
and Fst − Ft , respectively, and with ^= , we readily deduce that
(− k)
〈
(Fst − Fst)F−1st

6kFstk − kFstk6
〈
(Fst − Fst)F−1st

:
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Here k=1 as before. The proposition thus follows from noting that Eq. (8.4) implies
kFstk − kFstk = kFstk[1− (1− [kFstk − kFstk]=kFstk)1=]
6 [kFstk − kFstk]=kFstk−1
> (kFstk − kFstk)=
(
kFstk−1

: (8.12)
9. Non-anticipative moving averages of -stable motion
Let
X (t)
Z
R
Ft(r) dM (r) for t 2R; (9.1)
where M has skewness (r)=−1 and Lebesgue control measure, and where
Ft(r)=f(t − r) IR+(t − r) for some f :R!R+ satisfying kfk=1: (9.2)
Further assume that f satises the left Lipschitz condition
M1 supf[f(s)− f(t)]=[(t − s)f(t)]: 06s<t<1g<1 (9.3)
and that f is absolutely continuous with derivative f0 such that
h−1(f(+ h)− f())!L(R)f0() as h! 0: (9.4)
Application 1. Consider the -stable moving average fX (t)gt2R given by Eq. (9.1)
where fFt()gt2R satises Eqs. (9.2){(9.4) with f(0)>0. For each T>0 we then have
0< lim
u!1
Pfsupt2[0;T ] X (t)>ug
u=(−1) PfX (0)>ug 6 limu!1
Pfsupt2[0;T ] X (t)>ug
u=(−1) PfX (0)>ug <1:
Proof. Using Eqs. (9.2) and (9.4), elementary considerations reveal that
〈
(Fs − Ft)F−1s
−(t − s)Z s
−1
f0(s− r)f(s− r)−1 dr= −1f(0)(t − s);
(9.5)
〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t
 (t − s)Z t
−1
f0(t − r)f(t − r)−1 dr
+
Z t
s
f(s− r)f(t − r)−1 dr
 (1− −1)f(0)(t − s) (9.6)
uniformly as t − s # 0. It follows that s  t= s^ t and s  t= s_ t, and that
(s; t) −1f(0)jt − sj uniformly for jt − sj small: (9.7)
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Also observe the fact that (by Eq. (9.4))
kFt − Fsk =
Z s
−1
jf(t − r)− f(s− r)j dr +
Z t
s
f(t − r) dr
 (t − s)kf0IR+k + f(0)(t − s) uniformly as t − s # 0: (9.8)
Take ^=  and 2 (21−; 1). Since k=1, Eqs. (9.5){(9.8) imply that Eq. (8.2)
holds uniformly for jt− sj small. By Proposition 3, Eq. (8.3) thus holds uniformly for
jt − sj small. But Eqs. (8.3) and (9.7) combine to prove that
C−29 jt − sj6C−19 (s; t)6(s; t)6C9 (s; t)6C29 jt − sj (9.9)
uniformly for jt − sj small, for some C9>1. Consequently, we have
C−29 (b− a)="6M([a; b]; ")61 + C29 (b− a)=" for [a; b] [0; T ]: (9.10)
In view of Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7), Eqs. (9.7) and (9.8) show that
C−110 xjt − sj6%x(s; t)6C10(x_ x)jt − sj (9.11)
uniformly for jt − sj small when %x(s; t)61=(2). Further Eqs. (9.3) and (9.11) give
Ft(r) + x(Ft(r)− Fs(r))
=f(t − r) + x(f(t − r)− f(s− r))>f(t − r)[1−M1x(t − s)]
>f(t − r)[1−M1C10"]
>0
for 06s− r6t − r and %x(s; t)<" with " small. Hence Eq. (6.3) holds and
1
2C
−1
10 (b− a)y="6E([a; b]; y; ")=E%y([a; b]; ")61+ 12C10(b− a)y=" for y>1:
(9.12)
Clearly, Eq. (9.10) shows that M([0; T ]; ) satises Eqs. (4.2) and (5.1). Taking
^(s; t)= jt− sj, Eq. (9.9) further combines with Proposition 2 to prove Eqs. (4.5) and
(5.2). Hence, Theorem 2 gives the lower bound. Using Eq. (9.12) we further deduce
that Eq. (7.1) holds with = =1, and so Theorem 3 yields the upper bound.
10. C2-moving averages of -stable motion
Suppose that
Ft(r)=f(t − r) for some f :R!R+ satisfying kfk=1: (10.1)
Here f is assumed to be absolutely continuous with derivative f0. We also assume
that f0 is absolutely continuous with derivative f00, and that
(f0)2f−2 2 L1(R) and f00f−1 2 L1(R): (10.2)
Further, we require that f satises the Lipschitz condition
M2 supfjf(s)− f(t)j=[jt − sjf(t)] : s; t 2R; s 6= tg<1: (10.3)
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Finally, we have to require that f ‘obeys its Taylor expansion’ in the sense that
h−2
〈
[f() + hf0()− f(h+ )]2 f()−2 ! 0 as h! 0; (10.4)
h−2
〈
[f() + hf0() + 12h2f00()− f(h+ )]f()−1
 ! 0 as h! 0; (10.5)
Application 2. Consider the -stable moving average fX (t)gt2R given by Eq. (9.1)
where M has skewness −1 and Lebesgue control measure, and where Ft satises Eqs.
(10.1){(10.5). For each T>0 we have
0< lim
u!1
Pfsupt2[0;T ] X (t)>ug
u=[2(−1)] PfX (0)>ug6 limu!1
Pfsupt2[0;T ] X (t)>ug
u=[2(−1)] PfX (0)>ug<1:
Proof. Putting F 0t ()f0(t − ) and F 00t ()f00(t − ), Holder’s inequality and (10:2)
show that F 0t F
−1
t 2 L1(R). Thus we have
〈
F 0t F
−1
t

=0, and Eq. (10.5) yields〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t

=

[Ft + (s− t)F 0t +
1
2
(s− t)2F 00t − Fs]F−1t

− (s− t) 〈F 0t F−1t 
−1
2
(s− t)2 〈F 00t F−1t 
−1
2
〈
F 00t F
−1
t

(s− t)2
=
1
2
(− 1) 〈(F 0t )2F−2t  (s− t)2 uniformly as jt − sj # 0: (10.6)
Using Eq. (10.4) and the fact that (x + y)26(( + 1)=( − 1))x2 + (( + 1)=2)y2, we
further obtain
h(Ft − Fs)2F−2t i
6
+ 1
− 1
〈
[Ft + (s− t)F 0t − Fs]2F−2t

+
+ 1
2
(s− t)2 〈(F 0t )2F−2t 
 + 1
2
〈
(F 0t )
2F−2t

(s− t)2 uniformly as jt − sj # 0: (10.7)
Observing that k^6 − 1 when ^=2, Eqs. (10.6) and (10.7) imply that Eq. (8.2)
holds for 2(( + 1)=(2); 1) uniformly for jt − sj small. Hence also Eq. (8.3) holds
uniformly for jt − sj small. But Eq. (8.3) combines with Eq. (10.6) to show that
C−211 (t − s)26C−111 (s; t)6(s; t)6C11(s; t)6C211(t − s)2 (10.8)
uniformly for jt − sj small, for some C11>1. Consequently,
C−111 (b− a)=
p
"6M([a; b]; ")61 + C11(b− a)=
p
" for [a; b] [0; T ]: (10.9)
Clearly, Eq. (10.9) shows that M([0; T ]; ) satises Eq. (4.2) (and Eq. (5.1)). Fur-
ther, by Eq. (10.8), ^(s; t) (t− s)2 satises Eq. (4.3). Since also Eq. (4.4) holds with
^=2, Proposition 2 proves Eq. (4.5) (and Eq. (5.2)). Thus, the lower bound follows
from Theorem 2.
Combining Eqs. (10.6) and (10.7) with Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7) we obtain
C−112 (t − s)2x6%x(s; t)6C12(t − s)2
(
x_ x2 uniformly for jt − sj small:
(10.10)
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Taking x>1 and jt − sj<x−1p"=C12, Eq. (10.3) further shows that
Ft(r) + x(Ft(r)− Fs(r)) = f(t − r) + x(f(t − r)− f(s− r))
>f(t − r)[1−M2xjt − sj]
> 0
for "6M−22 C12, so that Eq. (6.3) holds. Using Eq. (10.10) we therefore readily
conclude
1
2 (b− a)
p
y=C12"6 E([a; b]; y; ")
= E%y([a; b]; ")
6 1 + 12 (b− a)y
p
C12=" for y>1:
Thus Eq. (7.1) holds with = =1 and Theorem 3 yields the upper bound.
11. Fractional -stable motions with index of self-similarity >1=
The most commonly used -stable analogue of fractional Brownian motion is
XHa; b(t)
Z
R
(a([(t + r)+]H − [r+]H )− b([(t + r)−]H − [r−]H )) dM (r); (11.1)
where M has Lebesgue control measure and constant skewness, and where H 2(−1=; 0)
[ (0; 1− 1=) and a; b>0. This process is self-similar with index H +1= and has sta-
tionary increments (e.g., Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1994, Proposition 7.4.2). After
stable Levy motion, XHa; b(t) is the most important -stable process.
Application 3. For the totally skewed fractional -stable motion
X (t)XH1;0 =
Z
R
([(t + r)+]H − [r+]H ) dM (r) for t 2R+;
where H 2 (0; 1− 1=) and M has skewness −1, we have
0< lim
u!1
Pfsupt2[0;1] X (t)>ug
PfX (1)>ug 6 limu!1
Pfsupt2[0;1] X (t)>ug
PfX (1)>ug <1:
Proof. Only the upper bound requires a proof. That bound will follow if we prove
L6 lim
u!1P
8<
: sup
t2[ 12 ;1]
X (t)>u
9=
;

PfX (1)>ug<1: (11.2)
This is a consequence of the easy observation that by self-similarity (for u large)
P
(
sup
t2[0;1]
X (t)>u
)
6
1X
k=0
P
(
sup
t2[2−(k+1) ;2−k ]
X (t)>u
)
=
1X
k=0
P
8<
: sup
t2[ 12 ;1]
X (t)>2k(H+1=)u
9=
;
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6 2L6
1X
k=0
PfX (1)>2k(H+1=)ug (by (11:2))
 2L6PfX (1)>ug as u!1 (by (3:1)): (11.3)
To prove Eq. (11.2) we rst note that a twofold application of the inequality
xH − yH>H (x − y)xH−1 for x; y>0; (11.4)
yields〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t

>
Z 1
0
[(t + x)H − (s+ x)H ][(t + x)H − xH ]−1 dx
>H (t − s)H−1t−1
Z 1
0
(t + x)H−1(t + x)(H−1)(−1) dx
=
H
(1− H)− 1 t
H(t − s) for 06s<t: (11.5)
Invoking inequality (8:4), with 1= replaced by H , we further obtain
kFt − Fsk =
Z −s
−t
(t + x)Hdx +
Z 1
−s
[(t + x)H − (s+ x)H ] dx
=
1
H+ 1
(t − s)H+1 +
Z 1
−s
(t + x)H
"
1−

1− t − s
t + x
H#
dx
6
1
H+ 1
(t − s)H+1 + (t − s)
Z 1
−s
(t + x)H(t + x)− dx
=
1
H+ 1
(t − s)H+1 + 1
(1− H)− 1(t − s)
H+1 (11.6)
for 06s<t. On the other hand, an inspection of Eq. (11.6) shows that
kFt − Fsk>
1
H+ 1
(t − s)H+1 for 06s<t: (11.7)
Finally, we observe that, by three consecutive applications of Eq. (8.4), with 1= re-
placed by H ,〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t

=
1
H+ 1
(t − s)H+1 +
Z 0
−s
(s+ x)H
"
1 +
t − s
s+ x
H
− 1
#
(t + x)H (−1) dx
+
Z 1
0
(s+ x)H
"
1 +
t − s
s+ x
H
−1
#"
1+
t − s
s+ x
H
−

1− s
s+ x
H#−1
dx
6
1
H+ 1
(t − s)H+1 + H (t − s)tH (−1)
Z 0
−s
(s+ x)H−1 dx
+H (t − s)
Z 1
0
(s+ x)H−1

H (t − s)
s+ x
+
s
s+ x
−1
dx
6
1
H+ 1
(t − s)H+1+(t − s)tH (−1)sH
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+H (t − s)
Z 1
0
(s+ x)H−1

t
s+ x
−1
dx
=
1
H+ 1
(t − s) + (t − s) + H
(1− H)− 1 s
1−(1−H)(t − s) for 0<s<t61:
(11.8)
Obviously, we have s  t= s_ t and s  t= s^ t. Combining Eqs. (11.5){(11.8), it
therefore follows that there is a C13>1 such that
C−113 (t − s)6(s; t)6C13(t − s) for 126s<t61: (11.9)
Since Fst()>Fst(), and s  t= s^ t for ^= , Eqs. (8.6) and (8.9) further combine
with Eqs. (11.9) and (11.6){(11.7) to show that there is a %0 2 (0; 1) such that
%x(s; t)6C14 maxfx(s_ t)H−1+1=jt − sj; x(s^ t)−H (−1)−1+1=jt − sjH+1g
6C214 maxfxjt − sj; xjt − sjH+1g;
%x(s; t)>C−114 maxfx(s_ t)H−1+1=jt − sj; x(s_ t)−H (−1)−1+1=jt − sjH+1g
>C−214 maxfxjt − sj; xjt − sjH+1g
for s; t 2K  [ 12 ; 1] with %x(s; t)6%0. Since Eq. (6.3) holds for s6t it follows that
1
2 (b− a)
C214 minf"=y; ("=y)1=(H+1)g
6E([a; b]; y; ")61 +
C214(b− a)
minf"=y; ("=y)1=(H+1)g
(11.10)
for [a; b] [ 12 ; 1], y>1 and "2 (0; %0].
In view of Eq. (11.9) an application of Proposition 5 reveals that
C−113

1− 1


(1− s)6kF1k − kFsk6C13(1− s) for 06s<1:
Hence, the set K0()= fs2 [ 12 ; 1] : kFsk>kF1k − g satises
1
2
_ (1− C−115 ); 1

K0()

1
2
_ (1− C15); 1

: (11.11)
Invoking Eq. (11.10) we therefore deduce that
E(K0(‘"); y; ")61 + C16 min

1
2
; ‘"

=minf"=y; ("=y)1=(H+1)g;
E(K0("); y; ")>C−116 min

1
2
; "

=min

"=y; ("=y)1=(H+1)
} (11.12)
and thus Eq. (7.1) holds with = =1. Since Eq. (11.12) gives C−116 6E(K0("); 1; ")6
1 + C16, Eq. (11.2) now follows from Theorem 3.
12. Log-fractional -stable motion
Here we study
X (t)
Z 1
0
(ln(t + r)− ln(r)) dM (r) for t 2R+; (12.1)
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where M has Lebesgue control measure and skewness −1. Log-fractional motions arise
as normalized limits of fractional motions when H! 0.
The process X (t) is self-similar with index 1=, but (by e.g., Samorodnitsky and
Taqqu, 1994), (Proposition 7.3.6) does not have stationary increments.
Application 4. For the log-fractional -stable motion given by Eq. (12.1) we have
0< lim
u!1
Pfsupt2[0;1] X (t)>ug
PfX (1)>ug 6 limu!1
P

supt2[0;1] X (t)>u
}
PfX (1)>ug <1:
Proof. It is enough to prove Eq. (11.2). To that end we rst observe that
kFt − Fsk
=
Z 1
0
(t − s)x
(s+ x)(t + x)

ln

1 +
t − s
s+ x
−1
dx [by partial integration]
6
Z 1
0
(t − s)
x−1(t + x)
dx [since ln(1 + x)6x for x>0]
=

sin[(2− )] t
1−(t − s) for 06s<t
[by Erd elyi et al:; 1954; p: 308; Eq: (3)]: (12.2)
Moreover, the inequality
ln(1 + x)>x

1− (1^ ( 12x) for x>0 (12.3)
ensures that [cf. with Eq. (12.2)]
kFt − Fsk
=
Z 1
0
(t − s)x
(s+ x)(t + x)

ln

1 +
t − s
s+ x
−1
dx
>
Z 1
0
(t − s)x
(s+ x)(t + x)

t − s
s+ x
−1 
1−

1^

t − s
2(s+ x)
−1
dx
>
Z 1
0
(t − s)x
(t + x)+1

1−

1^

t − s
2(s+ x)

dx
[by Eq: (8:4) with 1= replaced by − 1]
>
Z 1
0
(t − s)x
(t + x)+1
dx −
Z 1
0
(t − s)+1
2(t + x)+1
dx
=
1
− 1 t
1−(t − s) − 1
2
t−(t − s)+1
[by Erd elyi et al:; 1954; p: 310; Eq: (19)]
>
3− 
2(− 1) t
1−(t − s) for 06s<t: (12.4)
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Combining Eq. (12.2) with Holder’s inequality we easily get the upper estimate
〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t

6kFt − FskkFtk−1 6

sin[(2− )] (t − s) for 06s<t:
(12.5)
On the other hand,
〈
(Ft − Fs)F−1t

=
Z 1
0
ln

t + x
s+ x

ln

t + x
x
−1
dx
>
Z 1
0
ln

1 +
t − s
t + x

ln

1 +
t
t + x
−1
dx
> [by (12:3); and by (8:4) with 1= replaced by − 1]
>
Z 1
0
t − s
t + x

1−

1^

t − s
2(t + x)

t
t + x
−1
1−

1^

t
2(t + x)

dx
>
Z 1
0
t−1(t − s)
(t + x)
dx −
Z 1
0
t(t − s)
2(t + x)+1
dx −
Z 1
0
t−1(t − s)2
2(t + x)+1
dx
>
1
(− 1)(t − s) for 06s<t: (12.6)
Clearly, s  t= s_ t; s  t= s^ t and Fst()>Fst(), while s  t= s^ t when ^= .
Using Eqs. (12.2) and (12.4){(12.6) we get upper and lower bounds for (s; t)
and kFt − Fsk=kFtk−1 , s; t 2K  [ 12 ; 1]; which only dier by multiplicative constants.
Invoking Proposition 4, these bounds show that there is a %1 2 (0; 1) such that
C−117 maxfx jt − sj; (x jt − sj)g6%x(s; t)6C17 maxfx jt − sj; (x jt − sj)g
when %x(s; t)6%1. Since Eq. (6.3) holds when s6t, it follows that
1
2
C−117 (b− a)y=6E([a; b]; y; )61 + C17(b− a)y= for [a; b]K and y>1:
Noting that Proposition 5 and the bounds on (s; t) imply Eq. (11.11), we conclude
C−118

1
2
^ 

y −16E(K0(); y; )61 + C18

1
2
^ 

y−1: (12.7)
Since K‘()K0(‘) it follows that Eq. (7.1) holds, and so Theorem 3 gives
Eq. (11.2).
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13. Fractional -stable motions with index of self-similarity <1=
When H<0 the process X Ha; b(t) in Eq. (11.1) is not totally skewed for any a; b>0,
but there are several totally skewed modications of X Ha; b(t). To not unnecessarily ex-
tend an already long journey of estimates we consider the simplest possible modication
X (t)
Z
R
([r+]H − [(r − t)+]H )+ dM (r)=
Z t
0
rH dM (r) for t 2R+: (13.1)
Again M has Lebesgue control measure and skewness −1, but now H 2 (−1=; 0).
Further X (t) is self-similar with index H + 1= and non-stationary increments.
Application 5. For the fractional -stable motion given by Eq. (13.1) we have
0< lim
u!1
Pfsupt2[0;1] X (t)>ug
PfX (1)>ug 6 limu!1
Pfsupt2[0;1] X (t)>ug
PfX (1)>ug <1:
Proof. Again it is enough to prove Eq. (11.2). To that end we observe the trivial facts
that s  t= s_ t and s  t= s  t= s^ t, with Fst(r)>Fst(r) for r 2 S and
kFtk−1 (s; t)= kFt − Fsk=
Z t
s
xH dx=
1
1 + H
(t1+H − s1+H)
for 126s<t61. By application of Propositions 4 and 5 we thus conclude that
C−119 (x_ x) jt − sj6%x(s; t)6C19(x_ x) jt − sj
and that Eq. (11.11) holds. Since Eq. (6.3) holds for s6t, it follows that
C−120

1
2
^ 

y −16E (K0(); y; )61 + C20

1
2
^ 

y −1 for y>1
(cf. Eq. (12.7)). Hence Eq. (7.1) holds, so that Theorem 3 implies Eq. (11.2).
14. Gaussian processes
Here we derive simplied versions of Theorems 1{3 when =2. We also discuss
to what extent these results are new.
Let fX (t)gt2T be zero-mean Gaussian, so that =2 and kFtk=
p
2EfX (t)2g. Take
a compact K T and let ~t 2K satisfy EfX (~t)2g= supt2K EfX (t)2g>0. Further dene
the distance c(s; t)Ef[X (s)− X (t)]2g between s; t 2T .
Corollary 1. If there exists a map h :R+!R+ such that
lim
u!1 h(u)
−1 lnMc(K0(u−2); u−2h(u))= 0; (14.1)
then we have
lim
u!1
P

sup
t2K
X (t)>u

[Mc(K0(u−2); u−2h(u))PfX (~t)>ug]>0:
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Proof. Since s  t= t for kFtk2>kFsk2 and s  t= s for kFtk2<kFsk2, we have
(s; t) = k2Fstk2
"
1−

1− k2Fstk
2
2 − kFst + Fstk22
k2Fstk22
1=2#
>
k2Fstk22 − kFst + Fstk22
2 k2Fstk2
=
1
2c(s; t) + kFstk22 − kFstk22
2kFstk2
> c(s; t)=(4 kF~tk2): (14.2)
(Here we used argument (8:12).) It follows that
M(T^ ; )>Mc(T^ ; 4kF~tk2) for T^ T and >0: (14.3)
Since we readily obtain
kFstk2 + >kFstk2>kF~tk2 − (‘ + 1)fors; t 2K‘();
(s; t)6
1
2c(s; t) + (kFstk2 + kFstk2) (kFstk2 − kFstk2)
kFstk2
6
c(s; t)
2 [kF~tk2 − (‘ + 1)]
+ 2
for s; t 2K‘() (where we used Eq. (8.12) again). Consequently,
M(T^ ; ^)6
3X
‘=0
M
(
T^ \K‘
(
1
4 

; ^

6
3X
‘=0
Mc
(
T^ \K‘
(
1
4 

;
kF~tk2 − (‘ + 1)14  ^
6 4Mc
(
T^ ; 12kF~tk2 ^

for T^ K0() and 0<6^6 12kF~tk2: (14.4)
By Theorem 1 it is sucient to nd a g :R+!R+ such that Eq. (2.2) holds and
Mc(K0(u−2); u−2h(u))6M(K0(u−2); u−2g(u)): (14.5)
But taking g(u)= 14kF~tk−12 h(u), Eq. (14.3) implies that Eq. (14.5) holds. Further
Eq. (2.2) follows from Eq. (14.1) and the fact that Eq. (14.4) yields
M
(
K0(u−2); u−2 14kF~tk−12 h(u)

6Mc
(
K0(u−2); 18u
−2h(u)

for u large:
Of course, Eq. (14.1) can often be veried by application of Proposition 1.
The best general lower bounds in the Gaussian literature are those for polynomially
and exponentially increasing entropies by Samorodnitsky (1991), (Theorems 4.1(ii))
and 5.1(iii). For such entropies the bound of Corollary 1 coincide with Samorodnitsky’s.
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But Corollary 1 has the advantage of providing a unied formulation applicable also to
other entropies, and Corollary 1 only requires an upper bound on the entropy (through
Eq. (14.1)), while Samorodnitsky also needs a lower bound.
Corollary 2. Assume that
lim
^#0
sup
2(0; ^]
Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 ); ^)
Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 ); −1^)
<1 for 2 (0; 1]; (14.6)
and that there exists an 7>0 such that
sup
0<6^67 ; t2K0(2kF~tk−12 )
Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 ); ^)Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 )\Bc(t; ^); )
Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 ); )
<1:
(14.7)
Then we have
lim
u!1
P

sup
t2K
X (t)>u

[Mc(K0(u−2); u−2)PfX (~t)>ug]>0:
Proof. By Theorem 2 it is sucient to prove Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). But here Eq. (5.1)
follows from observing that Eqs. (14.3) and (14.4) imply
lim
^#0
sup
2(0; ^]
M(K0(); ^)
M(K0(); −1^)
6 lim
^#0
sup
2(0; ^]
4Mc(K0(); 12kF~tk2^)
Mc(K0(); 4kF~tk2−1^)
= lim
^#0
sup
2(0; ^]
4Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 ); ^)
Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 ); 8−1^)
<1:
Further Eq. (14.2) shows that B(t; ^)Bc(t; 4kF~tk2^), so that Eqs. (14.3) and (14.4)
yield
sup
0<6^; t2K0()
M(K0(); ^)M(K0()\B(t; ^); )
M(K0(); )
6 sup
0<6^; t2K0()
Mc(K0(); 12kF~tk2^)Mc(K0()\Bc(t; 4kF~tk2^); 12kF~tk2)
Mc(K0(); 4kF~tk2)
6 sup
0<6^; t2K0(2kF~tk−12 )
Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 ); ^)Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 )\Bc(t; 8^); )
Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 ); 8)
:
Here the right-hand side is nite by Eqs. (14.6) and (14.7), and so Eq. (5.2) holds.
Lower bounds for polynomial entropies in the literature either assume stationarity
(e.g., Albin, 1994, Corollary 2) or involve a nuisance function making the bound
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unsharp (e.g., Theorem 1 and Samorodnitsky, 1991, Theorem 4.1(ii)). Corollary 2
contributes by applying to non-homogeneous processes without a nuisance function.
Corollary 3. If there exist constants 7; 8 2 [0; 1) and 2 (0; 1] such that
Ec
(
K‘(); 16kF~tk2x−2

6C20 expfx7 + ‘8gEc(K0(); 3kF~tk2 ) (14.8)
for ‘2N and x>1, and if fX (t)gt2K is a.s. bounded, then we have
lim
u!1P

sup
t2K
X (t)>u

Ec

K0(u−2);
1
6
kF~tk2 u−2

PfX (~t)>ug

<1:
Proof. Writing ~K ft 2K : EfX (t)2g> 12EfX (~t)2gg it is well known that
P
(
sup
t2 ~K
X (t)>u
)
P

sup
t2K
X (t)>u

as u!1
when fX (t)gt2K is a.s. bounded. Hence it is sucient to prove
lim
u!1P
(
sup
t2 ~K
X (t)>u
)
=

Ec

K0(u−2);
1
6
kF~tk2 u−2

PfX (~t)>ug

<1: (14.9)
Since K^=1 when ^= =2, Eq. (8.11) shows that
%x(s; t)6 x(s; t) + x2c(s; t)=minfkFsk2; kFtk2g
=
1
2
x[c(s; t) + d(s; t)]=kFstk2 + x2c(s; t)=kFstk2
6 3[x d(s; t) + x2c(s; t)]=kF~tk2 for x>1 and s; t 2 ~K;
where d(s; t) jkFtk22 − kFsk22 j. Consequently,
E(T^ ; x; )6Exd+x2c
(
T^ ; 13kF~tk2

for x>1 and T^  ~K: (14.10)
Now let m0 2N satisfy m0 − 1612−1x<m0, so that
m0−1[
m=0
K‘m0+m(=m0)=K‘() and x d(s; t)6
1
6
kF~tk2 for s; t 2K‘m0+m(=m0):
Then we have
Exd+x2c

K‘();
1
3
kF~tk2

6
m0−1X
m=0
Exd+x2c

K‘m0+m(=m0);
1
3
kF~tk2

6
m0−1X
m=0
Ec

K‘m0+m(=m0);
1
6
kF~tk2x−2

6 (12−1x + 1)Ec

K‘();
1
6
kF~tk2x−2

: (14.11)
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If on the other hand, %x(s; t)= kFstk2 where 61 and x>1, then we get
kFst + x(Fst − Fst)k226(1 + )2kFstk22
, x[c(s; t) + d(s; t)] + x2c(s; t)6(2+ 2)kFstk22
) x2c(s; t)=kF~tk263%x(s; t):
It follows that
E(T^ ; x; )>Ec(T^ ; 3kF~tk2x−2) for x>1 and 61: (14.12)
Combining Eqs. (14.10){(14.12) we obtain
E( ~K‘(); x; )
E( ~K0(); 1; )
6
(12−1x + 1)Ec

K‘();
1
6
kF~tk2x−2

Ec(K0(); 3kF~tk2)
for  small
and thus Eq. (14.8) shows that fX (t)gt2 ~K satises Eq. (7.1) with =1. In view of
Theorem 3, Eq. (14.9) therefore follows from another application of Eqs. (14.10){
(14.11).
Using that c(r; t)62[c(r; s) + c(s; t)] it is easy to prove Mc(T^ ; 8)6Ec(T^ ; )6
Mc(T^ ; ). Hence the dierence between the bounds of Corollaries 2 and 3 is small.
Compared with the upper bounds by Samorodnitsky (1991), (Theorems 4.1(i)) and
5.1(i){(ii), Corollary 3 has the advantage of providing a unied treatment applicable
not only to polynomially or exponentially ‘behaved’ entropies.
Samorodnitsky’s results only assume upper bounds on the entropy while Corollary 3
also require lower bounds (through Eq. (14.8)). The reason is that Samorodnitsky
assumes an entropy bounded from above by a polynomially or exponentially behaved
function E() which satises versions of Eq. (14.8). He then derives an upper bound for
the tail-behavior expressed in terms of E. But this bound is only sharp if the entropy
also is bounded from below by E.
Application 6 (Fractional Brownian motion). For a zero-mean Gaussian process
fX (t)gt>0 with EfX (s)X (t)g= 12(s + t − jt − sj) for some 2 (0; 2], we have
0< lim
u!1
Pfsupt2[0;1] X (t)>ug
u2 (1=−1)+PfX (1)>ug6 limu!1
Pfsupt2[0;1] X (t)>ug
u2 (1=−1)+PfX (1)>ug<1:
This result can be derived from, e.g., Konstant and Pitebarg (1993), (Section 2).
But their results only apply in Euclidean settings under very special conditions on the
covariance structure. Previously general bounds like Corollaries 2 and 3 have not been
sharp enough to yield the true tail-behavior, and so it is interesting to see how our
bounds work here.
Proof. Take an [a; b]K  [0; 1]. Since c(s; t)= jt − sj and kFtk2 = t=2, we have
b− a
1=
6Mc([a; b]; )61 +
b− a
1=
and
b− a
2 1=
6Ec([a; b]; )61 +
b− a
21=
:
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Moreover K‘()K0(‘)= [(1 − ‘)2=; 1]. Using the elementary inequalities 1 −
(1− )2=>−1 for  small, and 1− (1− ‘)2=62−1‘, it follows that
max

1;
1
2
−1^−1=

6Ec(K0(); ^)6Ec(K0(‘); ^)61 + −1‘ ^−1=
for  small, so that Eq. (14.8) holds. Similarly, we obtain
maxf1; −1 ^−1=g6Mc(K0(); ^)61 + 2−1^−1= for  small; (14.13)
while the fact that K0()\Bc(t; ^)= [(1− )2=; 1]\ [t − ^1=; t + ^1=] yields
Mc(K0(2kF~tk−12 )\Bc(t; ^); )6 1 + minf2−12kF~tk−12 ; 2^1=g−1=: (14.14)
But Eqs. (14.13) and (14.14) readily show that Eqs. (14.6) and (14.7) hold, and that
Mc(K0(u−2); u−2)>maxf1; −1u2(1=−1)g>minf1; −1gu2(1=−1)+ :
Hence the desired result follows from application of Corollaries 2 and 3.
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